St Theresa’s Catholic Primary School
“to do the little things well”
MFL Curriculum Intent:
Our children will have the opportunity to deepen their understanding of the world which will enable them to express their ideas and thoughts in
another language. It will provide opportunities to communicate for practical purposes and respond to its speakers in both speech and in writing.
MFL SPANISH Curriculum Map

2019-2020

EYFS

Autumn

Summer
Introduce children to the Spanish café ordering
and tasting ice creams , introducing vocabulary

Year
1

Food and shopping – children wll cook traditional
Spanish dishes and traditional spanish dances

Year
2

Food and shopping – children wll cook traditional
Spanish dishes and traditional spanish dances

Year
3

Children will Locate England and Spain on a
European map & disccuss ways to travel to
Spain
Greet appropriately at different time of the day /
ask and respond to ¿Qué tal?
Use Por favor, Gracias and De nada when
appropriate.
Ask others their name ¿Cómo te llamas? and
respond with Me llamo… / Yo soy….
Understand and recall numbers 1 to 12
Re cognize and recall 12 colours . Then learn to
spell some or all of them.
Follow simple classroom instructions
Learn about the Spanish Christmas tradition and
sing a traditional carol.

Spring

Understand and recall numbers to 20 and
perform simple sums in Spanish
Respond to ¿Cuántos años tienes? with Tengo…
años
Ask others their age and name
Learn and recall some jungle animal
Learn about the different ways of saying a/one
and the in Spanish
Recognize , recall and spell all 12 months of
the year
Compare birthday parties/ learn party
Curriculum Link: Maths, , Grammar literacy

understand ,say and spell the days of the week
Learn and recall different means of transports
Say where you are going and how you will get
there: “
( some children will be able to use a colour to
describe their vehicle)
Learn vocabulary relating to ice cream
flavours and sandwich fillings
Through role play practice ordering ice creams
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Year
4

Year
5

Year
6

Recall and use structures learn the previous year
(name/age/birthday)
Understand and answer to ¿Dónde vives? Vivo
en Oviedo en España. Ask friends ¿Dónde vives?
Learn about different cities in Spain.
Recognise and recall 12 colours . Then learn to
spell some or all of them.
Continue to follow simple classroom
instructions: Extend the knowledge about the
Spanish Christmas tradition and sing a
traditional carol.

Learn vocabulary relating to the extending
family
Introduce a family member or a sibling
Learn vocabulary to describe some of your
physical features
Learn, recall and use food and drink vocabulary
Through role play practice ordering a snack and
a drink. Use Euros to pay

Identify Spanish speaking countries around the
world
Consolidate numbers and conversational skills
learnt the previous year
Recognize and use numbers to 1000
Revise months and dates by learning about feast
days in Spain

Learn about and discuss the Epiphany
tradition/holiday in Spain
Recognise and recall some hobbies, after
school activities and sports
Talk about what activity you do
Chant Spanish ,spell out your name, Play
hangman in Spanish to revise of all vocab.
Learned
Recognise and name some parts of the body and
play Mercedes Dice
Create a parts of the body rap in pairs
Easter card and talk about Spanish Easter
parades
Curriculum links: RE
Learn and recall vocabulary related to
classroom objects
Identify classroom objects
Understand and use the vocabulary to say what
is in your pencil case
Be able understand when someone says where
they are from and/or their nationality
Say where you are from and your nationality
Use colours and parts of the body to describe
yourself and other people
Easter card and know about Spanish Easter
parades
Revise and use vocabulary to describe physical
features learned in previous year
Describe a third person Es alto/a – rubio/a –
Tiene los ojos
Compare school day and school holidays
Watch a video in spanish to learn about Las
Fallas de Valencia

Learn vocabulary relating to the extending family
Introduce a family member or a sibling Este es mi..
se llama/ Esta es mi…. Se llama…..
Learn vocabulary to describe some of your
physical features
Learn, recall and use food and drink vocabulary
Through role play practice ordering a snack and a
drink. Use Euros to pay

Learn to talk about the weather, identifying the
verbs used in Spanish to describe different types
of weather
Sing a song about the weather
Look at a weather map in a Spanish website to
comment on the weather on different region
Talk about the weather in St Helens and in
other countries around Europe
Learn to describe their town and make a tourist
leaflet for Spanish tourists
Recognize and use vocabulary related to school
subjects and time revision
Compare school time tables an lunch menus
Learn holiday and clothes vocab
taste traditional food like Gazpacho Tortilla de
patatas ,Paella …
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Use internet to access Spanish toy store and
research the name of some toys in Spanish
Write a letter to Wise Men

Understand and recognize vocabulary to talk
about further members of the family:
Introduce your family:

